
Flash Sale
Golden Belle, victory runs in the family

On Friday, June 14, from 6 PM to 6:30 PM, stay tuned to auctav.com to 
place the best bid on Golden Belle. Besides having a fitting name, this 3-
year-old comes from a family that knows no defeat.

Remarkable debuts for Golden Belle
The Saint-Cloud track is considered perfect for judging the quality of 
thoroughbreds. With a five-length victory on her debut in the Prix Helissio over 
12 furlongs, Golden Belle has already shown class. The only filly in the race, she 
dominated the field.

This daughter of the versatile stallion Martinborough (Deep Impact) has a 
strong pedigree. Her dam, Golden Clou (Kendor), is a winner and a black-type 
performer with several placings at the Listed level, including a third place in the 
Grand Prix de la Riviera – Côte d’Azur (L) and a fourth place in the Group 3 Prix 
Cléopâtre at 3 years old.

Mathieu Brasme, trainer: "She is a brand-new filly. She has recently shown 
great improvement in training. Her victory is very promising. She has all the 
qualities to be a good flat race filly over long distance and to transition to 
national hunt if it is her future connections wish. She has never jumped, but 
physically, mentally, and in terms of pedigree, she has everything it takes to be 
an excellent performer over hurdles or in chase. She will continue to develop 



physically in the coming months."

An Outstanding Family in Flat and Jump Racing
What stands out the most is the quality of the siblings bred by Écurie Bader. The 
family includes eight horses of racing age, seven of whom are winners. Golden 
Rajsa (Rajsaman) boasts 17 podium finishes, including 9 wins over distances 
from the mile to 10 furlongs, and has earned over 300,000 euros. Golden 
Witch (Elvstroem) shone over the hurdles at Auteuil at 4 years old, winning at 
the Listed level and placing at this level at 5 and 6 years old. It's a family of 
warriors.

This is the same lineage as Kaadam (Saint des Saints), the winner of the Prix 
Congress (Gr2) and the best 3-year-old steeple-chaser of 2023, who finished 
fourth in the Prix Ferdinand Dufaure (Gr1) in 2024.
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